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Abstract: Being the topic of interest 

for those who are interested in 

investing in share market and share 

exchanges because benefits here are 

not easy to calculate but easy to 

earn. Technical Analysis of jumping 

prices, sometimes high sometimes 

low, which not only depends on 

company businesses but also 

depends on the company-related 

news, political, social, economic 

conditions and natural disasters. This 

project is based on a complete 

mathematical analysis using 

Technical Analysis which is used to 

calculate the unknown patterns in 

the behaviors and changes of Stock 

Prices over a period of the month 

because of wide acceptability of 

Equity-based market. Many   

researchers   and   financers   have   

been acknowledged for the daily 

behavior and prediction of future 

prices, but some of the other way 

their models have not been totally 

accurate. This project also focuses 

on regression analysis using 

Ordinary Least Squares model. 

 
I. Introduction 

 
Data Science, signifies to work 

collectively with the visualization, 

preparation, collection, management, 

preservation and analysis of a big 

gathering of information [1]. The 

same data science seems to connect 

mostly with areas such as computer 

science and database, many different 

kinds of skills – non-mathematical 

skills – are needed. Data Science is 

more than what is analyzing data. 

Data science is a field that uses 

scientific methods, processes, 

algorithms, and systems to extract 

knowledge and insights from data in 

various forms, both structured and 

unstructured, similar to data mining. 

 

A. Data Mining and how is it 

Different? 

 
Data is collected in vast amount and 

analyzing that data is essential. Data 

Mining turns the large collection of 

data into knowledge. It is the 

process of sorting through large data 

set to identify the pattern and 

establish a relationship to solve the 

problem through data analysis. Data 

mining allows the enterprise to 

predict future trends. In data mining, 

association rules are created by 

analyzing data for frequent if/then 

patterns, then using support and 

confidence criteria to locate the most 

important relationship within the 

data. 
 

Whereas in Data Science it is not 

only about analyzing, but also about 

preparation, visualization, 

management and preservation of 

data. So, data mining is a part of 

data science. 
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II. METHODOLOGY 
 
 

SDLC (Software Development Life Cycle) 

a product advancement process is a 

structure forced on the improvement of a 

product item. Equivalent words 

incorporate programming lifecycle and 

programming process [2]. There are a few 

models for such procedures, each 

portraying ways to deal with an assortment 

of errands or exercises that happen amid 

the procedure. Iterative advancement 

recommends the development of at first 

little yet ever bigger segments of a product 

venture to help every one of those 

included to reveal vital issues ahead of 

schedule before issues or broken 

suppositions can prompt calamity. 

Iterative procedures are favored by 

business engineers since it permits a 

capability of achieving the outline 

objectives of a client who does not know 

how to characterize what they need. We 

will utilize an iterative model for the 

improvement of this product venture. 

A.  Advantages of the Iterative Life 

Cycle 

The Design stage goes considerably 

quicker, as plans are just done on the 

things in the present discharge. (Discharge 

1.0 for example).Coding and Testing go 

considerably quicker in light of the fact 

that there are less things to code and test. 

On the off chance that real outline 

blemishes are discovered, re-work is 

substantially quicker since the practical 

regions have been extraordinarily 

diminished. The customer gets into 

creation in under 3 months, enabling them 

to start winning income or decreasing 

costs snappier with their item. On the off 

chance that economic situations change for 

the customer, changes can be fused in the 

following iterative discharge, enabling the 

product to be significantly nimbler. As the 

product is actualized, the customer can 

make suggestions for the following 

emphasis because of encounters learned in 

the past cycle. 
 

B.  Overview of Project 

Here in this project, I had compared 

the top 5 companies of the top 10 

sectors of the Bombay Stock 

Exchange (BSE) in India from 2017 

on the basis of their Market 

Capitalization [3]. The Technical 

analysis and visualization are done on 

historical closed prices of these 

companies over a span of 1 month. 

The market ups and down are 

monitored. The work done for 

monitoring the market are listed 

below: 
 

1)   Gathering the Dataset. 

2)   Candle Stick Graphical 

Presentation. 

3)   Visualization of Volume. 

4)   Volume Weighted Average 

Prices and their Comparison. 

5)   Visualization of Total 

Turnover. 

6)    Spread – Bid and Ask 

Prices Evaluation. 

7)    Estimated Moving Average 

for 5, 10, 15 and 20 days. 

8)    Daily Return Analysis and 

its Visualization. 

9)    Correlation between 

Companies and Visualizing this 

via Correlation Matrix. 

10)  Prediction of Stock Prices 

using simple regression Model. 

11)  Checking Accuracy of the 

Ordinary Least Squares Model 

(OLS). 

 

The  dataset  has  been  accessed  via  

an  API,  which  is  possible  to  

import  through  various programming  
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languages  which  includes  R,  

Python,  MATLAB,  Quandl's  has  

dataset  from providers such as the 

UN, World Bank and central 

banks,CLS Group, Zacks, and ICE. 

The Start and End date values are set 

(using the Date Time Library), as it 

can be seen it’s set for one month.  

API  of  Quandl  is  used  which  

provides  a  complete  set  of  datasets  

for  Technical Analysis of the queried 

company. The symbol parameter is 

passed in here (as seen in the figure 

below). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1 Use of API 

 

C. Technical Analysis of Stock Market 
 

In finance, technical analysis is a 

methodology for predicting the 

direction of prices through the study 

of past market data. A Candlestick 

graph consists of several candles 

which form several patterns 

depending upon the Open, High, and 

Low, Close or OHLC prices [4]. A 

Candle in a graph is a block if the 

stock closed lower the candle is 

colored black or red if the stock closes 

higher the candle is colored green or 

white. The Candle consists of four 

parameters which can be identified 

and is shown below in the figure 
 

.            

 
Figure 2 Candle Representation 

 
 

A Candle Stick graph mainly 

represents two patterns- 

Bullish Pattern: 

When there is a buying pressure, 

where the open price is lower than the 

close price of the stock. The green 

candle in the above image (Figure 2) 

shows Bullish Candle, but there is a 

condition that a bullish pattern must 

form with a downtrend otherwise is a 

continuous pattern. 

Bearish Pattern: 

When there is a selling pressure when 

the close price is lower than the open 

price of the stock. The red candle in 

the above image (Figure 2) shows 

Bearish Candle. The Candles depict 

the mood of the market. On the basis 

of some patterns like Hammer, 

Morning Star, Three White Soldier 

(shows stock is too strong) etc. In the 

project, I had used Candlestick_Ohlc 

module of Matplotlib library in Python 

[5]. The code which forming a 

Candlestick is shown in the figure 

below: 
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Figure 3 Code for forming a Candle 

Stick Graph 
 

The output of the code gives the 

plotted candlestick graph: 
 

 
 

Figure 4 Candlestick Output 
 

The above plotted Candle 

Stick Graph shows some 

patterns which are usually 

analyzed for technical analysis 

of a Stock Price: 

Piercing Line Pattern-The 

Close price of a week is very 

nearly equal to the open of the 

month,  the  investment made  

by  an  investor for  a  week 

(long-term)  is  near  to  

neutral returns. Three White 

Soldier Pattern- A Bullish 

pattern with a large change in 

the prices show this pattern, 

having mostly three 

green/white candles, show a 

large impact on the prices of 

the stock [6].Continuous 

Pattern with Uptrend- This 

pattern is observed when there 

is a week high and low and a 

slight change with week’s 

close price greater than 

week’s open price. Hammer or 

Inverted Hammer Pattern- The 

small change in the stock 

prices show this trend. 

The following image shows 

the pattern observed in the 

resulting Candlestick Graph:

 
Figure 5 Identify pattern of candles 

 
The Volume of Stock Prices 

defines the no. of stocks bought 

and no. of stocks sold that were 

traded in the particular period 

of time. A higher change in 

volume of any stock price 

implies a big change in the 

stock prices. The codes in the 

project used for visualizing the 

volume of prices over a 

monthly span time. 
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Figure 6 Code for plotting the 

Volume of prices 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The output of the above code shows 

the following patterns:

 
Figure 7 Volume of stock prices 

 
From the above graph, it can be 

analyzed that a large increase in 

volume in the middle of the time 

period affect the prices of Reliance 

Industries in increasing order in the 

particular week (as seen in figures 5 

and 7). Also, a change on July 5, 

2018, didn’t affect much as the 

average volume remained the same 

for the week [7]. It is the measure of 

stock liquidity which is calculated by 

dividing a total number of shares in a 

period by the average no of share 

outstanding for the same period. The 

stock liquidity is a factor which tells 

how rigid the stock price values have 

been by observing the previous 

values. 

The following image from the 

project shows the liquidity 

visualization. 
 

 
 

Figure 8 visualizing the liquidity
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These values depend on volume 

and can be compared to them, 

there is a direct dependency of 

the values. The fluctuation of 

prices in the above graph shows 

there would have been 

fundamental issues with the 

companies for so much changing 

behavior in the prices. 

Deliverable Quantity: 

It indicates bullishness, and also 

points to higher delivery quantity. 

The greater is the value the greater 

is the yield from the stock. The 

clear significance of these values is 

that the buyers are expecting the 

share prices to go up. And is a 

useful data for Technical Analysts. 

The following visualization from 

the project shows this: 
 

 
 

Figure 9 Deliverable Quantity 
 

The prices as compared to the 

Candlestick graph shows how 

effectively expectations would 

have been made to get a higher 

price yield. The difference between 

high and low prices of a stock or 

the spread between the high and 

low in a candle formed on a 

candlestick graph is known as 

Spread High Low [8].This value 

helps an investor identify when to 

invest and when to sell. In other 

words, an investor can bid if the 

value is low in comparison to 

previous values and vice-versa. 

The values for a negative change 

and a positive change is always 

positive. This graph can be used to 

monitor returns and liquidity of a 

stock price. The visualization from 

the project which the spread of 

prices.
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Figure 10 Spread High Low 
 
 

It can be clearly observed that the 

value even for a negative change 

or a positive change is positive 

here. These values show a large 

correlation between volume and no 

of trades. The spread of a close and 

open percent change of prices of a 

stock can be easily observed from 

these values, if for a stock the 

values are negative then the prices 

would have risen and if for a stock 

the values are positive then the 

prices would have fallen. The 

technical analysts monitoring these 

prices can predict by carefully 

observing that where these prices 

will go in the future. 
 

 
Figure 11 Spread close open 

 
Here, it can be observed that the 

prices went down when the spread 

close-open value high and vice 

versa was observed.
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III. Risk, Return and Regression Analysis 
Prediction  of  Stock  Prices  is  already  a  
complex  issue  in  financial  institutions.  

These prices depend on various factors like 
history of the Company, its present news, 
countries policies, social and economic 

conditions, natural disasters and many other 
factors [9].  So, the prediction tasks require 
not only mathematical analysis but a neural 
network to make it more accurate. Risk and 
Return Analysis and Regression Analysis 
are done in this part of the project [10]. 

Comparison of several companies of some 
top 10 sectors and considering the top 5 

companies of each of these sectors on the 
basis of their Market Capitalization (total 

value of a company’s share in the market). 
A. Ordinary Least Square Model 

(OLS) 

 

It is also known as linear least 

squares model. It is used for 

estimation of parameters which are 

unknown in any linear regression 

model [12].  OLS chooses the 

parameters from the dataset by 

reducing the sum of the squares of 

the differences between the 

observed dependent variable to 

those predicted by the chosen linear 

function. Geometrically, it is 

observed as the smaller the 

differences between the sums of 

squared values, the better the model 

fits the data [13].The Accuracy of 

the model depends on the difference 

between R-squared value and 

adjusted R- squared value.

 

Figure 12 Regression Analysis 

Prediction 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
  
 

IV.CONCLUSION 
 

Technical Analysis of the project 

includes all the aspects in which the 

Python would have been for the 

visualization of the data. The study 

of market trends has been depicted 

effectively. I have shown the 

comparison between the predicted 

price and actual price. As it clearly 

visible from the graph that, 

prediction price is quite close to the 

actual stock price. This method of 

predicting the return on investment 

will be great help to everyone 

associated to this field. This method 

is mathematically reliable but can’t 

be fully accepted as many factors on 

which the model depends have been 

untouched by this project. Further 

developments may see the neural 

networks of how the prices are really 

affected. Economic Times has 

recently launched this analysis on 

their websites. 
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